No human being is more amply commemorated in the buildings of Oxford than Dr John Radcliffe. Colleges and churches draw their names from the divinities of the Christian pantheon: from the Trinity itself and Jesus, down through St Mary, Christ's body and St John, to such marginally supernatural individuals as St Mary Magdalen and the faithful dead of All Souls. Their names often recur, but among strictly terrestrial personages the general rule is that there should be only one major edifice each. John Balliol, Walter de Merton, Nicholas and Dorothy Wadham, the 3rd Earl of Pembroke, the Rev John Keble and Sir Isaac Wolfson comply with it. Until the great benefactions of Lord Nuffield received physical embodiment, the solitary exception was Dr John Radcliffe.
Even now Radcliffe stands alone in the splendour and multitudinousness of his gifts. There are the Radcliffe Camera and the square rightly named after it, in view of its dominant position there; there is the Infirmary and its large offspring, John Radcliffe II in Headington; there is the Radcliffe Science Library, another result of productive fission; there is the Observatory, nucleus of Green College, the sponsor of this lecture. On a slightly smaller scale there is the Radcliffe quad in University College. Some things have gone. He paid for a large east window in the chapel of University College which fell to the reforming hand of Sir Gilbert Scott in the middle of the nineteenth century. He made a substantial contribution to the panelling of the senior common room of Lincoln Collegea donation which, as will be seen, does him particular credit -which may or may not still be intact. But for the most part what he gave has persisted and prospered.
I put the Radcliffe Camera first in this list of the buildings that bear his name, despite the medical context of this lecture, because it is surely the best-known and most inescapable of them. It is the spiritual centre of gravity of the University, in view both of its position between the University Church and the main bulk of the Bodleian Library and of its status as the most readily accessible bit of the total Bodleian system. It is also visually the most distinctive and characteristic piece of Oxford architecturewell ahead in postcard sales. I should imagine, of its nearest rivals, Tom Tower and the Clarendon Building. Any illustrator, anxious to evoke the thought of Oxford, would have recourse to it before any other local sight.
Radcliffe spent only 19 of the 64 years of his life in Oxford, 5 of them as a student at University College, 7 as a fellow of Lincoln and 7 in medical practice in the city. When he left for London in 1684 he had 30 years of active and highly successful professional life ahead of him. But he always kept in touch with Oxford, and its dominant place in his will revealed the strength of his loyalty. He was a college head's ideal old member.
He was born in December 1652 or January 1653 in Wakefield in the West Riding of Yorkshire. His father was George-Radcliffe, a lawyer who was, at the time ofhis son's birth, governor ofthe local prison. The father is said to have been appointed to the post for strictly political reasons and he was a strict republican. He is also said to have been incompetent, but that does not follow from the fact that he was dismissed from his position in 1661. The Restoration of Charles II in 1660 left undisturbed (not least in Oxford colleges) a surprisingly large number of people who had been intruded into jobs during the Cromwellian interregnum, but known zealots were removed. Thomas Hearne, the sour-tempered antiquary, said that Radcliffe's father was 'a plebeian'. That may be a little extreme, but it serves as a corrective to the family's own claim to be related to the Radcliffe family who were Earls ofDerwentwater. John Radcliffe, with typical boldness, continued to use the arms of the Derwentwater Radcliffes even when he had been specifically forbidden by the College of Arms to do so. The alleged Derwentwater connection took on a creditable form late in John Radcliffe's life. The then Earl was a Catholic (and was later executed for his involvement with the first Jacobite rising). Radcliffe offered to make his son his own heir, provided that he conformed to the established Protestant church. The Earl refused in a dignified and courteous manner.
Wakefield was less overshadowed then by neighbouring Leeds than it has been in more recent times, and it had the advantage of an excellent local school. Its most distinguished student was the great classical scholar Richard Bentley, who was three years old when Radcliffe left for Oxford. Contemporary with Radcliffe were John Potter, later Archbishop of Canterbury, and the learned theologian, Joseph Bingham, who was in due course to become one of Radcliffe's numerous individual beneficiaries. Both of them, like Radcliffe, were undergraduates at University College.
In 1665, at the age of twelve, which by then had become unusually early, Radcliffe arrived at that college as an exhibitioner on the Freeston foundation, a Yorkshire charity. An important influence on him was that of Obadiah Walker, who was senior fellow in Radcliffe's time and became master in 1676. Walker was a royalist with a marked leaning towards Catholicism. He had been ejected from his fellowship after the Civil War and had gone into exile for a time. At the Restoration he was reinstated and soon became a power in the college. He was devoted to the college and was an energetic fund-raiser, the first, perhaps, of that active species whom Radcliffe can have encountered.
Radcliffe resisted Walker's attempts to convert him to Catholicism, but that led to no estrangement. During the uneasy reign of James II from 1685 to 1689, after Radcliffe had settled in London, Walker emerged openly as a Catholic and, in accordance with the king's attempts to bring the university back under Catholic control, conducted mass in the college. The king's clumsy attempts to subdue the university, which, as the next century was to show, was profoundly loyal to the Stuart house, culminated in his intrusion of a Catholic president and Catholic fellows on a resisting Magdalen College. In such heated circumstances an uninhibited supporter of the king was bound to suffer. When the king was expelled and the Protestant succession, for a time at least, secured, Walker was again deprived of his fellowship and spent the rest of his life in increasing poverty. Radcliffe, however, came to his aid. According to Hearne, he sent him 'once a year a new suit of clothes with ten broad pieces and a dozen bottles of the richest Canary to support his drooping -spirits'. In 1698, finally, Walker died in refuge in Radcliffe's house.
In 1669 Radcliffe graduated as BA and became a senior scholar of University College. The two fellowships of the college open to Yorkshiremen were securely filled, so he had to look elsewhere. In the following year he was elected a fellow of Lincoln, his fellowship being tied to his Yorkshire birth. It is recorded that in the following year he was the college's lecturer in logic and in 1672, the year he became master of arts, in philosophy. Although he had a copy ofLocke's Essay on Human Understanding among his books, it is possible to wonder about the level of professional competence he had managed to attain in these subjects. Hearne, in a particularly ungracious moment, described Radcliffe as 'an illiterate sot'. There is, it must be admitted, a grain of truth in both aspects of this judgment. Radcliffe drank heavily, while earnestly advising his even more alcoholic friends to use a measure of restraint, and was not a great reader. 'I never read Hippocrates' he declared. President Bathurst of Trinity, a keen medical amateur and a patron of Radcliffe's, once visited his room and, asking where the books were, was shown some vials, a skeleton and a herbal with the words 'these are Radcliffe's books'.
There is an apparent incongruity between Radcliffe's indifference to books for his own use and his endowing a magnificent library for his old university. His junior colleague, Dr Mead, who seems to have inherited his practice, noticed it in a sharp comparison of Radcliffe's library bequest to the endowing of a seraglio by a eunuch. Mead once gave him the Bible to read, but he got no further than Exodus. Nevertheless, he had quite a few books of his own, 200 at the time of his death. Apart from Locke his library included classical texts, a good deal of history, travel books, general literature, a lot oftheology and sermons and a few books on medicine, but not very many. The reason for that was Radcliffe's confident and unqualified dismissal of the orthodox medical learning of his age.
In 1677 Radcliffe gave up his fellowship at Lincoln after a quarrel with the rector, Thomas Marshall, who appears to have refused Radcliffe leave to practise medicine while a fellow ofthe College. The sub-rector, Hickes, seems to have played a considerable part in this frustration of Radcliffe's aims. In 1685, when he himself was a candidate for the rectorship, Radcliffe got his revenge by mobilizing opposition to him. But this upset did not turn Radcliffe against Lincoln, or for that matter, its governing body in general. He was the largest single contributor to a fund for repanelling the senior common room that was set up after his departure.
Radcliffe took the degree of MB in 1675, after he had been at Lincoln for five years. In 1682, two years before his departure for London, he proceeded to the degree of MD, by which time he had been an established medical practitioner in Oxford for several years. Presumably his medical studies began after he became a fellow of Lincoln and was released from the official scholastic curriculum, except to the extent that he was required to teach it.
Medical thinkingprivate, unofficial, independent medical thinkingwas very active and fruitful in mid-seventeenth-century Oxford. There were physicians among the members of the celebrated group convened by John Wilkins, warden ofWadham, at his college and in the lodgings ofthe great chemist Robert Boyle in High Street, which developed, after the Restoration and removal of its members to London, into the Royal Society. Thomas Willis was the most distinguished medical member of the group, which also included, besides Boyle and Wilkins, Christopher Wren, Robert Hooke and the mathematician John Wallis. An investigator of the nervous system, Willis is still commemorated by the circle named after him. The even greater Sydenham had left Oxford in 1656, during the interregnum, having been twice wounded as a parliamentary cavalry officer in the Civil War. Willis was helped in his inquiries by Richard Lower, the Westminster school friend who interested Locke in medicine, and who explained the role of breathing in the purification of the blood.
Willis retained a chair in Oxford until 1675, the year of his death, but, with the richest practice in London, built up with the support of the Archbishop of Canterbury, he cannot have been much in the city. The report that Radcliffe studied with him, given by Radcliffe's most recent biographer, Bishop Hone, perhaps goes too far. The belief that Radcliffe studied the works of Sydenham is probably correct. They are not very voluminous.
Radcliffe's own medical style is, I suggest, closer to that of Sydenham than it is to that of Willis. Willis was a theorist, a pursuer of explanations, a distinguished member of the school of iatrochemists, who understood medically important underlying bodily processes to be of the general nature of fermentation. Sydenham, on the other hand, was a fairly rigid and unyielding empiricist, concerned almost entirely with the observation and description of disease, not with the experimental search for its hidden bodily causes.
Medical practice in the seventeenth century, for all the academic credentials of some of its most successful exponents, was essentially a craft to be acquired by close study of the work of an adept.
Formal qualifications were an ornamental addition to, rather than a functional part of, a medical practitioner's professional equipment. Radcliffe's temperament, his bluff, commonsensical self-confidence, made him very much at home in such circumstances. His aggressive disregard for orthodox medical learning naturally exposed him to criticism. Less successful competitors claimed that he relied on guessing in the absence of scholarly qualifications. His many satisfied patients were the irresistible empirical response to these objections.
All the same, Radcliffe was not hostile to organized medical instruction. The proof of this is his direct involvement with designing the scheme of Radcliffe travelling fellowships that he endowed. These were to be for ten years, initially at the then very handsome figure of £300 a year. Rooms in University College were provided. Five of the ten years, the statute laid down, must be spent abroad. Radcliffe's young colleague and successor, Mead, had himself studied at Padua, as had Linacre at the end of the fifteenth century. Medical study of an academic kind was acceptable to Radcliffe so long as it was undertaken at the right place and in the right way.
His own practice was straightforward. His therapeutic experience supported his general presumption in favour of letting the diseased organism achieve its own recovery from its own resources. He was strongly opposed to any kind of violent treatment, in particular to bleeding and purging. Some of the successful cures attributed to him in a way that established his worldly success were of smallpox patients. Where the prevailing procedure was to keep the patient in a closed and heated room, Radcliffe prescribed fresh air, in conformity with Sydenham's cooling regimen.
After seven years of practice in Oxford, Radcliffe moved to London in 1684. J B Nias, one of Radcliffe's modern biographers, suggests that he may have been encouraged to do so by James II, who, as Duke of York, visited Oxford in 1683. His increasing success would have been enough reason to follow the path travelled before him by Sydenham and Willis. He settled in Bow Street and, in the fashion of the age, awaited messages from patients and dealt with apothecaries in an inn, the Bull's Head, and a coffee house, Garroway's. He soon made enemies of his professional competitors from the caustic remarks which gave unconcealed expression to his disdain for their methods. He had already annoyed Dr Gibbons by giving him the nickname 'Nurse', on account of his ladylike manner with patients, very different from Radcliffe's own military bluntness. One example of that, from his first, and perhaps not altogether reliable biographer, Pittis, conveys his particular flavour well enough. A hypochondriac complained to him of singing noises in the head and was adjured to go home and wipe his arse with a ballad.
Curing a Lady Spencer at Yarnton set him up with a reputation in the great world and prepared his way in London. He was soon making twenty guineas a day. A few years later he was able to lose £5000 on a disastrous trading venture, which he had gone into with the actor Thomas Betterton, with equanimity. On being told the news at one ofhis regular places of resort, he cheerfully observed that he had 'no more to do than go up 250 pairs of stairs to be whole again'. By that time, therefore, his charge had risen from twenty guineas a day to twenty pounds a visit.
Political circumstances were favourable in 1684 to Radcliffe's rapid material exploitation ofhis abilities. Unlike his father he was a Tory and a High Churchman. By 1684 Charles II was declining towards his death in the following year and had secured the succession to his openly Catholic brother, the future James II. The Whigs had been crushed, their leader Shaftesbury driven into exile and death, parliament had not been summoned since its peremptory dissolution at Oxford in 1681, and the Rye House plotters had in 1683 been executed for an assassination project. The most successful London doctor when Radcliffe arrived there was Dr Thomas Short, a Catholic. He died shortly afterwards and Radcliffe filled his place.
Although a Tory and unwavering in his loyalty to the Stuart dynasty, Radcliffe always remained firmly Anglican in sentiment. He was unmoved by the possible advantages of conversion to Catholicism under an openly and resolutely Catholic king. Indeed, he resisted the attempts of James II to convert him as stolidly as he had those of his old teacher Obadiah Walker. A number of his smaller benefactions illuminate the nature of his religious commitments very clearly. He made gifts to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, to non-juring clergy, in need after ejection from their livings early in the reign of William III, and to the Scottish bishops, characteristically ensuring, in this case, that none of the money should go to the Archbishop of Glasgow, a sponger who made a practice of doing himself well out of charitable support intended for others.
In 1686, within two years of his arrival in London, he began a professional connection with the royal family which was to be financially exceedingly beneficial, both on its own account and by way of the other patients it drew to him, and persistently turbulent, because of his inability to keep his boldly disrespectful thoughts to himself. His first royal patient was the Princess Anne, who was to succeed as queen in 1702. The initial problem here was the inability ofher numerous children to survive infancy. Three had already died by 1689 when the Duke of Gloucester was born. Radcliffe managed to keep him going for eleven years, but was not in attendance in 1700 when Dr Edward Hannes, a competitor and enemy, bled and killed the unfortunate child when he was suffering from scarlet fever. That was an event of some historical importance since Anne had no other direct heirs at the time of her death and the claims of her exiled half-brother, James the Old Pretender, were much stronger than those of her more distant Protestant relations in Hanover.
He was called in too late to be able to do anything for Anne's elder sister, Queen Mary, William III's wife, who died in 1695. It appears, all the same, that what he did contribute on this occasion was very imperfect. The queen in fact died of haemorrhagic smallpox, but Radcliffe insisted that it was measles from which she was suffering. She did have measles as well, but it was the smallpox that killed her, according to Nias. He was also brought in in 1708 during the last stages of the fatal illness of Anne's husband, Prince George of Denmark, who had been irreversibly mistreated.
But on the whole, Radcliffe's strictly medical relations with his royal patients, and with the highly placed patients their patronage brought to him, were good. In 1689 he successfully treated two of William III's Dutch entourage and received £500 from the new king for doing so. In the following year he successfully treated William for an asthmatic condition. The king was most grateful for the work Radcliffe did in bringing about the recovery at Namur in 1691 of the king's sweetheart, Joost van Keppel, Earl of Albemarle. Pittis reports that on average Radcliffe received 600 guineas a year from the king.
Despite these services, Radcliffe's relations with his royal patients were rendered stormy by a habit of speech that was both literally and figuratively intemperate. On one occasion when desperate messages were brought to him from Princess Anne in 1694, urging him to come to her at once, he refused, saying that there was nothing wrong with her highness but the vapours. This greatly affronted the princess who refused to deal directly with him thereafter, although, as I have mentioned, he was in attendance on her surviving son in 1700 and on her husband in 1708. Godolphin, Anne's great finance minster, tried to get her to overlook Radcliffe's bearishness, but she would not comply, with the result that when he was called upon in the end, it was too late for his skill to serve any purpose.
Radcliffe also annoyed King William III. After examining him in 1697 he observed that he would not have the king's two legs for the king's three kingdoms. But that did not lead to a complete rupture. Even in Anne's case he is said to have been secretly consulted and to have prescribed on her behalf from 'behind the curtain'.
Radcliffe's well-founded professional self-confidence made it impossible to sustain friendly relations with his professional colleagues. He mainly associated, in the strenuously convivial manner of his age, with Jacobite noblemen and army officers, who shared his Tory sympathies. His support for the non-jurors suggests that these sympathies may have taken the form of fundamental loyalty to the exiled Catholic branch of the Stuart house, as does his coming out in defence of Dr Sacheverell, the nonjuring firebrand impeached by the Whigs in 1709. Between 1689 and 1695 Radcliffe was member of parliament for Bramber in Sussex, the years of William III's French war, but made no mark. He was back in Parliament again, after a long interval, in 1713, sitting this time for Buckingham, where he was now a substantial landowner. Pittis prints two short speeches that he delivered, one supporting a bill to make Scotsmen bear some of the expenses of the Union of Scotland with England by paying a tax on malt, the other in support of a bill to 'prevent the farther growth of schism'. His concluding words convey the latter's drift well:
'If schools and seminaries are suffer'd to be continu'd much longer, for the Education of Dissenter's Children; the Growth of Schism may be such, as to render this House incapable of preventing it; and then Good Night to our two famous Universities; that have made us the Envy and Glory of the Whole Universe.'
There was no discernible bias in the register of Radcliffe's patients. He treated the Duke of Marlborough's son, at a distance, when that great Whig's heir and only child was dying in Cambridge. Prominent patients of his own persuasion were the young Alexander Pope, for whom he recommended fresh air and exercise, and Swift. He gave medical advice to Isaac Newton and to Thomas Sprat, historian of the Royal Society and Bishop of Rochester. He saved the Duke of Beaufort from dying of smallpox in 1712 by his usual fresh air regimen.
A heavy and persistent drinker himself, and, as we have seen, at some crucial times inconveniently the worse for it, he nevertheless earnestly encouraged some of his more alcoholic friendsamong them the Duke of Beaufort just mentionedto exercise a little self-control. He was almost lachrymose about the drink-induced death of the charming young Lord Craven. There is a pleasantly humane quality to his reaction to the low state of his friend Mr Nutley. Nutley had been cast into despair by some misfortunes and hid himself away from the world in his chambers in the Temple. According to Pittis, Radcliffe called and then 'left him, with Assurances of prescribing such a Remedy as should infallibly cure him. Accordingly, going into another Room he dispatch'd his Man to his Goldsmith for Two Hundred Guineas; which being sent to put them into a green Purse..'.
The purse was given to Nutley with a letter in which Radcliffe wrote: 'I have consulted other Means than the Beat of the Pulse, for a true State of your Distemper ... I shall take it as a Favour, if you will make Use of the small Sum that bears this Company, for the Support of a Spirit, which, if once depress'd, will rob all that know you of their lives. These Pieces of Money have 300 more of the same Complexion at your Service'.
Radcliffe was clearly a resourceful diagnostician, of the same order as the psychiatrist Alfred Adler. Once when the novelist Nigel Dennis, then in his twenties and working as Adler's secretary, arrived at a party of Adler's, depressed about his being too poor to retain the affections of a fashionable woman he was involved with, Adler remarked: 'Look, here is Nigel, he is depressed, I know what he needs, he needs a cheque', and wrote him out one there and then.
Radcliffe was not insusceptible to the attraction of women. In 1693 he was on his way to getting married to the 24-year-old daughter of a 'wealthy citizen', with a dowry of £15 000 and the promise of the rest of the father's estate to come, since the girl was his only child. His medically qualified eye discerned, however, that his fiancee was already pregnantas it turned out, by her father's bookkeeper. Radcliffe extricated himself with an elegant letter and set himself against the idea ofmarriage. But after a time he conceived a strong passion for the beautiful Duchess of Bolton. In 1709 another of his occasional amorous outbreaks was brought to public notice by Richard Steele in the pages of The Tatler. ' You are not so ignorant as to be a stranger to the character ofAefculapius, as the patron and most successful of all who profess the art of medicine. But as most of his operations are owing to a natural fagacity or impulse, he has very little troubled himself with the doctrine of drugs, but has always given nature more room to help herself, than any of her learned assistants; and, consequently, has done greater wonders than is in the power of art to perform: for which reason he is half deified by the people; and has ever been justly courted by all the world, as if he were a seventh son.
It happened, that the charming Hebe was reduced, by a long and violent fever, to the most extreme danger of death; and when all skill failed, they sent for Aefculapius. The renowned artist was touched with the deepest compassion to see the faded charms and faint bloom of Hebe; and had a generous concern in beholding a struggle, not between life, but rather between youth and death. All his skill and his passion tended to the recovery of Hebe, beautiful even in sickness: but alas! the unhappy physician knew not that in all his care he was only sharpening darts for his own destruction. In a word, his fortune was the same with that of the statuary, who fell in love with the image of his own making; and the unfortunate Aefculapius is become the patient of her whom he lately recovered. Long before this disaster, Aefculapius was far gone in the unnecessary and superfluous amusements of old age, in increasing unwieldy stores, and providing, in the midst of an incapacity of enjoyment ofwhat he had, for a supply ofmore wants than he had calls for in youth itself. But these low considerations are now no more, and love has taken place of avarice, or rather is become an avarice of another kind, which still urges him to pursue what he does not want. But, behold the metamorphosis; the anxious, mean cares of an usurer are turned into the languishments and complaints of a lover'.
His considered view about marriage was given in his reply to someone who asked him why he did not pull himself together and marry a young gentlewoman. He replied that he already had an old one to take care of. He was referring to University College, for whose advantage at Radcliffe's expense the importunate mendicancy of the master, Dr Charlett, collaborated with Radcliffe's own affection for the place.
Radcliffe became a governor of St Bartholomew's Hospital in 1690 and, characteristically, served it with vigour and generosity. In his will he left the hospital £500 a year for 'mending the diet' and £100 a year for the purchase of linen. In 1704 he moved from Bow Street to grander premises in Bloomsbury, in keeping with the fact that by then he was making £7000 a year and was worth some £80 000 altogether. Around 1710 he acquired a riverside property at Carshalton and for the four remaining years of his life spent a good deal of his time there. His practice was largely taken over by the Dr Richard Mead already mentioned as being somewhat mocking on the subject of Radcliffe's endowment of a library.
The habit of benefaction, which took on its full magnificence only at his death, was already well established. Apart from Mr Nutley, there were other private beneficiaries. He helped a Jacobite who had slandered him. He responded to the appeal of a man condemned to be hanged: by getting the sentence commuted to transportation to Virginia he set the repentant malefactor on the first steps of a successful career. He was a friend of Dr Aldrich, logician, architect and Dean of Christ Church, and made an anonymous contribution to Aldrich's new Peckwater quad there. Another anonymous gift was made to All Saints church in Oxford, with whose reconstruction into its present noble form Aldrich was involved in 1707 and 1708. (In recent years it has been admirably converted into a library for Lincoln College and the Radcliffe Trust contributed to the expense, 300 years after Radcliffe ceased to be a fellow.) I referred earlier to a Wakefield man, Joseph Bingham, who was at Radcliffe's school some years after him. He was an undergraduate at University College and became a fellow there in 1689. In 1695 he delivered a scholarly sermon on the views of the fathers of the church about some central ideas in the doctrine of the Trinity from the pulpit of St Mary's. For this he was censured by the university authorities. The Dictionary ofNational Biography account of Bingham claims that what he had said was entirely orthodox as well as correct from a scholarly point of view and, in view of that conviction of his complete innocence, indignantly reproves the university for its failure to make amends for its injustice. In fact, Bingham was following the line of William Sherlock whose ideas about the Trinity were, from an orthodox point of view, insufficiently emphatic about the unity of the three persons. At any rate, Radcliffe came to Bingham's rescue by purchasing the living of Headbourne Worthy in Hampshire and presenting it to University College for Bingham to occupy, which he did for the rest ofhis very hardworking life. Not far from the cathedral library of Winchester, Bingham was able to assemble the ten volumes of his great, and still unsuperseded, book on the antiquities of the early church. It is noteworthy that Bingham's theological tendency was in the opposite direction to Radcliffe's. But Radcliffe did not let that interfere with his sense of a duty to an ill-treated man who shared his birthplace, school and college.
The period of semi-retirement at Carshalton from 1710 onwards was disturbed by the illness and death of Queen Anne. Described by Dewhurst as 'obese, toothless, constantly pregnant and prone to alcoholism' she was, although only 49, not a promising case for treatment. Nevertheless, the approach of her expected death provoked an intense political crisis. The Act of Settlement, passed in 1701, a year before she came to the throne, had fixed the succession to the throne of England on the Protestant descendants of James I, in particular, after Anne, on Sophia, electress of Hanover. She, more fitted for that throne than her lumpish son, the future George I, died in May 1714, three months before the onset of Anne's last illness. The Act of Settlement had been reinforced by the union with Scotland in 1707 which had extended the principle of Protestant succession to the new joint kingdom of Great Britain.
But the Whigs who had dominated the queen's government from her accession in 1702 were eased out of power in 1710. For some years the Duchess of Marlborough had been replaced in the affections of the queen by the Tory Lady Masham and political control had been exercised by the uncomfortable alliance of the comparatively moderate Harley, Lord Oxford, and the comparatively immoderate and opportunistic Bolingbroke. The opposition Whigs suspected that the Tories intended to go back on the Act of Settlement. The idea had certainly crossed many important minds and had taken full possession of others.
As the queen, after a sudden deterioration in her condition, rapidly declined, intense political anxiety was aroused and there was a turmoil of furtive manouevring. Mead and the queen's other doctors could see that there was no chance of recovery. Even so, shortly before the queen died, Lady Masham sent an urgent message to Radcliffe adjuring him to come. Old and suffering seriously from gout, he was unwilling to bestir himself for what was plainly a lost cause. In writing to refuse he said, reasonably enough, that in his circumstances, and in view of the queen's old and settled antipathy to him, he did not think it proper to come without an authoritative command to do so, either from the queen herself or from the privy council. When the news of this reluctance to serve became common knowledge, as it very soon did, a storm broke about Radcliffe's head. Within two days he received threats of assassination for his disloyalty, and for safety's sake remained at Carshalton. Three months later, on 1 November, he died himself, at the age of sixty-two.
Whatever the public may have thought of him, Oxford, no doubt actuated by a lively sense of favours to come, gave him a magnificent send-off. On 3 December a large and dignified procession made its way to St Mary's, where he was buried with all the considerable pomp the university could bring to the business. There was even an officially commissioned set of memorial verses for the occasion, of which Thomas Hearne soon remarked 'they lie as a drug on the booksellers' hands'.
The university's expectations were not illfounded. Within the next sixty years all Radcliffe's main beneficent intentions were fully realized. He died worth some £140 000. Some of his main projects were deferred until the life interests in part of his property which he had bequeathed to his sisters were extinguished. But enough was available to set the scheme of Radcliffe travelling fellowships in operation with remarkable speed. The first such fellow was elected in July 1715, eight months after Radcliffe's death. J B Nias, the most thorough historian of these fellowships, says that they were of more advantage to London than to Oxford, but perhaps Radcliffe's aim was rather that Oxford should produce properly qualified medical men than that it should retain them.
One early fellow became physician-general to the army; another was the first physician at Bethlehem Hospital. In 1755 the son of the materialist philosopher David Hartley, so much admired by Coleridge, was elected, but did not stay the course, although he led a sociable, dilettante life until he was 81. Colwell, a Trinity man, I am sorry to say, retired rapidly to Bodmin and did little there. There was the father of dean Henry Hart Milman, historian of Latin Christianity, who, after various ups and downs, became physician to the mad George III and subsequently baronet and president of the Royal College of Physicians. There was Sibthorp, commemorated in the title of Oxford's chair of rural economy, who, before dying at 38, produced his wonderful book on the flowers of Greece. The handsome Sir Charles Vaughan visited the Middle East, turned into a diplomat and is to be seen on the walls of the hall at All Souls. After the Napoleonic era Paris became the European centre of medicine. The mid-Victorian fellows had a sad tendency to die young. One of them went to Australia and, at that respectful distance, became a homeopath. After 1850 the term of the fellowship was reduced to three years. A fellow under the new rules was Sir Ray Lankester, who helped H G Wells with the early, biological parts of his Outline of History and was, I have always believed, the original of Conan Doyle's Professor Challenger.
The grandest of Radcliffe's benefactions got under way when the foundation stone of the Camera was laid in 1737. With the life interests in his estate now ended, £40 000 was assigned to the work, James Gibbs being preferred to Hawksmoor as the architect. The building was ready in 1747 and was opened with great ceremony in 1749. The event was rendered colourful by the delivery of a Jacobite speech by the vice-chancellor, Dr King which, four years after the second Jacobite rising, caused some outrage. Radcliffe would probably have liked it.
The first librarian was Francis Wise, squire of Elsfield and friend of Dr Johnson. None of Radcliffe's own books was included in the collection. In 1811 its content was confined to science and medicine. That great Oxford medical figure, Acland, was the sixth librarian and under his influence the Radcliffe science collection was moved to the new university museum in Parks Road. It soon overflowed the space available and was moved to a building of its own, round the corner in South Parks Road. The Camera was lent to the university which finally acquired the freehold in 1927.
The Observatory was not part ofRadcliffe's specific intentions. It owes its existence to the energy and ambition of Thomas Hornsby, who became Savilian professor of astronomy in 1768. He borrowed a sum of money from the trustees ofthe will ofLord Clarendon to set the project going. The foundation stone was laid in 1772 and the work was finally completed in 1795. As well as being the first Radcliffe Observer, he was also, from 1783 to 1810, Radcliffe librarian. The trustees of Radcliffe's will were persuaded to provide £30000 for the undertaking and were once again rewarded with a distinguished piece of architecture. In 1839 the posts of Savilian professor and of Radcliffe Observer were separated.
For reasons it is not necessary to particularize, Oxford is not an ideal place in which to carry on observational astronomy. Eventually the observatory was moved to the clearer air of South Africa. The institution was taken over by the British government; the building and site, only a few years ago, were compulsorily purchased by the state government of Transvaal at a valuation which gave the trustees no cause for complaint. It is possible to feel that after a long, not undistinguished but surely un-Radcliffian detour into the heavens, it is right that the Observatory site should now be secured for purposes of an. unquestionably Radcliffian nature.
Fourth in order of time, but by no means in importance, of Radcliffe's major benefactions was the Infirmary. Around the 1730s there was a lively development of hospital building in the towns of England. A convivial and open-handed citizen of Oxford, who lived in what was recently the Judge's Lodgings in St Giles, Thomas Rowney, gave a five acre site in 1758. The new hospital was opened for business in 1770. The Radcliffe trustees supplied the money for the building, but not for the running costs. It was a gracious gesture of those who set up the Infirmary's successor to name it as they did.
The Radcliffe trust is still a going concern, even if the university, the Bodleian library system, Green College and the National Health Service have taken over the main products of Radcliffe's beneficence. It still owns farms which were once Radcliffe's property. Some of these were bought some years ago to form part of the new town of Milton Keynes. From this and the proceeds of the Observatory site in the Transvaal a decent holding of investments has been built. The trustees are always sympathetic to good causes in Oxford, mindful of the source of the moneys they distribute. The emphasis of their benefactions is cultural and educational. Cathedrals are provided with apprentices in stonemasonry and stained glass work; the Allegri string quartet is sent on one-week visits to the remoter universities to give concerts and master classes; Oxford tutors in philosophy and history are supplied with teaching deputies so that they can get on with some substantial piece of writing.
Radcliffe was a product of Locke's Oxford, which was also the Oxford of Boyle and Christopher Wren, of Sydenham and Willis. The official intellectual life of the place was ossified. In Oxford, as everywhere else, the Protestant Reformation, where it succeeded in displacing the Catholic church, failed to supplant the philosophico-scientific system of knowledge associated with it. Locke was at one with Bacon and Hobbes and all the inquiring minds of the age in rejecting the despotic rule of Aristotelian scholasticism.
In his own, comparatively inarticulate fashion, Radcliffe was part of this general movement away from a tradition of intellectual authority. In religion and politics he was hostile to innovation. Like the other Anglican Tories of the late seventeenth century, he had to face the problem of reconciling his loyalty to the church of England, as by Henry VIII established and by Queen Elizabeth settled, with his loyalty to the Stuart house, whose male, and more properly entitled, members were obstinately Catholic. For commonsensical Englishmen in his epoch, Catholicism was associated with treason, a betrayal in the interests of France under the later Stuarts as it had been betrayal in the interests of Spain under Elizabeth. Patriotic commonsense adjusted his political loyalties to prevent colision with his religious commitments.
The same self-confident, straightforward commonsensicality that enabled Radcliffe to accommodate in his mind loyalty both to the established church and to the hereditary sovereignty of England, despite the unsettling tendency of those who had the best title to the latter to subvert the former, had the opposite effect on his conduct as a professional. It turned him into something of a revolutionary, although, mercifully, into a comparatively inarticulate one. The inadequacy of Galenian orthodoxy stared him in the face. On the other hand, he did not rush to the opposite extreme of precipitate application of new theory. One sees him through the two and a half centuries that separate him from us as a not unfamiliar kind of medical man, impatient of hypochondria, aware that very often the best thing to do is to let the body get on with the business of healing itself by providing the most helpful conditions for it to do so. The large generosity of his spirit still stands around us in the noble buildings that bear his name.
